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ENCYCLOPAEDIA
BRONWYNIANA

PRINCESS
BRONWYN
TEDESCHIIY
Her Life

GENEALOGY OF BRONWYN TEDESCHIIY

The Early Years

Bronwyn is the youngest of the two children of King Budras II
(left) and Queen Ophinia (right). The latter, sadly, died in a kiln
explosion shortly after giving birth to her only daughter.

As a young girl, Bronwyn
(left) enjoyed hunting in
the company of her
beloved cousin, the Baron
Piers Monzon (below).

THE PRINCESS IN SCHOOL
Princess Bronwyn’s status as not only the youngest of King
Budras’ children but a female child as well placed unfortunate
and frustrating obligations and restrictions on her behavior. She
was not offered the same educational opportunities as her
brother, Ferenc, who was being groomed for the throne. A tragic
circumstance since of the two children, the princess was by far
the more intelligent, curious and creative. Fortunately, no one
objected to her seemingly casual presence during Ferenc’s
lessons, the prince’s tutors quickly learning just which of the
two children they were really educating. Below are some of the
few remaining artifacts from this early, idyllic years in the
Princess’ life—mute testimony to many of the special interests
which were to later drive her: her love of geography, exploration
and science, her contempt for her brother and Payne Roelt . . .

Prince Ferenc (below)
at eight years. Note the
vapidity of expression
already evident at even
this early age.

Below: Prince Ferenc at
19—about the time he
began his now-famous
collection of wax fruit.

Below: The princess’
sixth birthday was an
occasion for national
celebration.

Above: Princess Bronwyn at
the age of 16, in a portrait
executed by the famed artist,
Lachmar W. Fundge (all
illustrations on this page
courtesy the Tedeschiiy Family
Trust).

Above: The princess in a
Above: A photograph of Bronwyn candid photograph taken
shortly before her departure
at 18, taken just before she
purloined the infamous letters that in the moon rocket.
had been injudiciously sent to her (Courtesy BTAS)
brother by Payne Roelt.
Left: A photograph of
Princess Bronwyn taken
during her sojourn in Toth,
after her abdication of the
throne of Tamlaght.

The Princess Today

The princess is notoriously camerashy, the result being few photographs
of her. This is especially so since the
beginning of her voluntary exile.
Fortunately, there are any number of
excellent artists’ representations.
Some of these were done with her
full cooperation, while many others
were done for the popular press and
in many cases, it is sad to say,
somewhat sensationalize her exploits.

Above: This fine
photographic portrait
was taken by Lenticula
Zoomar, just before the
Princess left Lesser Piotr
for her invasion of
Tamlaght.

Right: A life-size
portrait painted
by Ladmire vool
Smire during the
princess’ stay in
Toth. It depicts
her dressed for
the ball at which
she first met
Count Bugarach.
Baron Milnikov’s
memoirs record
his amusement at
the anxiety the
princess felt at
the prospect of
wearing such a
unprecedentedly
daring costume.
(Courtesy the
Toth Museum of
Fine Art.)

Above: The princess in the
uniform of a captain in the First
Uppsalichian Company of
Fusiliers of Lesser Piotr.
(Courtesy Count Mathias
Strelsau). Right: Drawing from
the Blavek National Prattler.

THE PRINCESS IN
POPULAR CULTURE
Princess Bronwyn was always a favorite with the people of
Tamlaght. Later, as her role in the liberation of Tamlaght
became well-known, her fame grew to international proportions.
Londeac especially underwent a period of “Bronwynitis”. The
princess was dismayed—although perhaps also secretly
flattered—to see her image in virtually every magazine and
newspaper, to say nothing of on products ranging from
toothpaste to floorwax. Rykkla, too, was subjected to the same
publicity, though she in no way objected. Indeed, the flamboyant
circus girl did all she could to encourage it, although the princess
was sometimes embarrassed by the low cultural level of some of
the publications that featured her friend.
Left: Princess Bronwyn
vehemently objected to
her depiction on the
cover of this widely read
Romance pulp, primarily
because the artist had
illustrated her as a
blonde.

Above left and right: Examples
of two extremes of Princess
Bronwyn’s appearances in the
popular press: a conservative
ladies’ fashion magazine
published in Blavek and a largecirculation general-interest
weekly publication distributed
widely across the Continent.
Right: Illustration from the
Spoffney’s article.

Right: Almost as amusing
to the princess was her
discovery of the existence
of a line of Bronwyn
cosmetics. She’d never
used any in her life and,
for that matter, remains
unsure of even how to use
many of the items seen in
the advertisement.

Above and right: Two products
“endorsed” by the princess’
name and image. Although she
had not given permission for
their use, she looked upon these
and similar productions with
some considerable amusement.
The air rifle, of course, was
capitalizing on the princess’
martial reputation.

“Our future army if Princess Bronwyn has her way.”
Above: Not everyone was equally enamored of the princess’ martial
successes, nor of her penchant for uniforms. This cartoon, criticizing
what some people considered unfeminine proclivities, appeared in the
leading conservative newspaper, The Tothian Daily Pedantic. Below:
Another satiric cartoon published by the Pedantic again plays upon a
perceived unfeminity in the character of the princess. Here, the artist
was obviously inspired by the princess’ encounter with a bear in the
Toth-Molnar Mountains.

THE PRINCESS IN
ART & FASHION
No one could ever accuse either Princess
Bronwyn or Rykkla of being fashion
plates, but the fact remains that their
celebrity was the inspiration for several
popular, if short-lived trends. For months,
there was not a fashion magazine that did
not feature at least one image of one or
both of the women. In addition, their
striking features seemed to fascinate many of the leading artists
of the day. While Rykkla thoroughly enjoyed modeling for
painters, photographers, sculptors and graphic artists, the
princess loathed the attention—to say nothing of the boredom
of holding a pose. Therefore, artworks featuring her are
somewhat rarer than those depicting Rykkla, and are as often
created from photographs or imagination as from life.

Left: The
princess in a
striking portrait
by the great
society
photographer
Dimner-Pfott.

Above left: Princess Bronwyn in a gown designed exclusively for
her by the House of Smodj. Top right: The princess in her first
bathing costume. Publication of this photograph in the Woman’s
Own Magazine caused a run on skirtless swimsuits that was
vehemently condemned by the Church. Bottom right: A
contemplative princess by Rastapool M. Gahahr.

Above left: Princess Bronwyn by
A.K.P. Grun. Above right: The
princess in another Smodj gown.
Left: A pen and ink study by Spikner
L.L. Drill.

CURRICULA VITAE
The People in
the Princess’ Life

Her Friends
Thud Mollockle

Thud Mollockle is, along with
Rykkla Woxen, Princess
Bronwyn’s closest friend and
confidant. Exchanged by
Kobolds for a human baby, he
grew up in a human world for
which he was not designed.
Eventually, through the
encouragement, affection and
companionship of of Rykkla
Woxen, Thud eventually
discovers himself becoming
more human than either he or
anyone else ever expected. (All
artwork courtesy Rykkla
Woxen.)

Above: Thud’s home in
the Transmoltus, where
he was living when he
rescued Princess
Bronwyn from her
pursuers. (Courtesy
Transmoltus Chamber
of Commerce and
Tourist Bureau.)
Right: The district of
the Transmoltus that
was Thud’s home when
he first met Princess
Bronwyn. At the time,
he was living on the top
floor of the tall building
in the left distance.

Above: Artwork used in many of
the posters, handbills and
advertisements promoting the
Woxen-Mollockle circus (courtesy
Rykkla Woxen)

Right: Souvenir
card sold at Thud’s
performances.

Above: Thud at the height of his career as a strongman. He
quickly rivalled Rykkla in the acclaim accorded him by the
public. He sold picture post cards such as this one and those
illustrated on the next page, in addition to lending his
endorsement to various products. (Courtesy Rykkla Woxen)

Above and right: Two of the
popular picture postcards
that Thud and Rykkla sold
between acts. These have
become highly collectible.

Above: Thud featured in an advertisement for a tonic, though he
hardly had any need for such things himself, his diet consisting
almost exclusively of lichens, moss and fungus.

Rykkla Woxen

Rykkla Woxen, the internationally acclaimed acrobat, dancer
and aerialist, became Princess Bronwyn’s best friend through
their mutual respect for Thud Mollockle. Rykkla, who knew no
other home than the circus operated by her Uncle Busra, was
even unsure of her own birthdate, though she appears to be the
same age as the Princess. As a gesture of her love for Bronwyn,
she adopted the princess’ birth year as her own.
More pragmatic and open to the possibilities of sheer
adventure for the sake of adventure than her friend, the
Princess, Rykkla has weathered with commendable equanimity a
near-direct hit by a meteor, a stint as a pirate, a term in the
harem of the Baudad Alcatode, being nearly burnt alive and
transmutation into a mermaid...

Left: Typical
advertising poster
for the WoxenMollockle PanUniversal Grand
Combined Show.
(All courtesy
Rykkla Woxen)

Right: The
destruction of the
Woxen-Mollockle
circus by a meteor
was an entirely
unexpected
disaster. The arrow
marks the
approximate
location of the
circus before the
impact.

Above and left: Posters that were
distributed in Fezzoo shortly before
Rykkla’s rescue of Thud Mollockle from
an auto-da-fe.

Left: Rykkla’s
uncle, Busra
Woxen, Esq.

Right: The
young Rykkla.
(Courtesy
Busra Woxen)

Above: After her escape from
the Baudad’s harem, Rykkla
joined Captain Basseliniden’s
pirate crew for a short time.

Left: A recent photograph of
Rykkla, taken by the famed
society photographer, Felix
Ardan.

RYKKLA IN POPULAR
ART & FASHION

Above left and right: Two
paintings by Yvegny Oxx: The
Wage Slave Thud as a Clown of
the Bourgoisie Defended by Rykkla
as the Spirit of Proletarianism
and Rykkla Symbolizing the
Liberation of the Working Classes
by the Arts. Right: A caricature
that appeared in Mode Moderne
magazine.

Above left: Rykkla at the
Hotel Moomar by S.K. Sprodj.
Above right: Rykkla by
Marmand M. Marmando.
Left: Lithograph of Rykkla
by J.Z. Ippity. (All images
courtesy Rykkla Woxen.)

Rykkla’s naturally colorful and
flamboyant nature make her
extremely popular with the more
sensational publications and
marketers. For instance, she had no
hesitation in lending her name to a
children’s game, below.

Left: A caricature
of Rykkla that
accompanied a
newspaper review
of one of her
performances.
Right: A lovely
chryselephantine
statuette of Rykkla that
proved to be one of the
most popular items she
ever licensed
All courtesy Rykkla Woxen

Facing page top right and
this page left: Posters
advertising music hall
peformances between the
time she left Blavek and
the loss of her circus in
Ibraila.

Above: Reproduction
from the Blavek Intelligencer
illustrating the iceboat
with which Basseliniden
transported Princess
Bronwyn to Glibner.

Left: Captain Raoul
Rossobasselinidenilinideniden
(aka Basseliniden) , the
infamous smuggler and pirate,
became one of the earliest
supporters of Princess Bronwyn
in her campaign to wrest
control of Tamlaght from her
brother and his evil amanuensis,
Payne Roelt. (Portrait by
Armand Spool, reproduced by
Above: C.J. Pamsly, the
courtesy of the Londeacan
itinerant puppeteer who
National Police.)
befriended Rykkla and
Thud, helping them to
cross the Crotoyan border
into Tamlaght. A distant
relative of Janos Magyar.

Above left: Janos Magyar,
the gypsy who
orchestrated the escape of
Princess Bronwyn and
Thud Mollockle from
Blavek. Above right: Gretl
the Dancing Bear.

Above: Duke Mathias Strelsau of Lesser Piotr, with whom
Princess Bronwyn once believed she was in love. In spite of his
disappointment regarding her affections, he led the attack of her
army on Blavek. (Photograph courtesy Strelsau Family Archive.)

Left: Baron Sluys Milnikov,
author, adventurer and
raconteur. Although deeply
in love with the princess, he
was forced to betray her in
order to save the life of his
daughter—at the cost of his
own life. (Photograph
courtesy Super Adventure
Romance Publishing Co.)

Left: Tholance
Milnikov, daughter of
Baron Sluys Milnikov.
Although he was told
that she was dead, she
was later found alive by
Rykkla Woxen on one
of the Isles of
Langerhans. where she
had been callously
marooned by Payne
Roelt. She later joined a
pirate crew in order to
obtain first-hand
material for her stories.
(Courtesy Tholance
Milnikov)

Since he was independently
wealthy, Baron Milnikov’s
series of popular “TenPfennig Novels” added
more to his already
considerable ego than they
did to his fortune.

Her Enemies

Left: Payne Roelt, chief thorn in Princess Bronwyn’s side and
architect of the Great Terror that caused the collapse of the
Tamlaghtan government and economy. Right: Major-General
Jaeger Praxx, Commandant of the Guards and designer and head of
the Secret Service. Praxx is a monument to prosthetic medicine.

Left: Count Bugarach, who attempted
to seduce Princess Bronwyn after
abducting her to his yacht, the
Limnoria.

Above: Doctor Arkady Tudela, of the Academy of Science at
Toth. Responsible for the murder attempt on the Princess during
her trip to the Small Moon and the scheme to create Tudeland, a
new continent in the Great Sea, by crashing the Small Moon into
the earth. A misapplied genius.

Left: The Baudad Alcatode.
There is considerable
speculation concerning the
contents of the basket below his
truncated torso, none of which
is very savory and some more
than a little disturbing. Only
Rykkla Woxen learned the truth
and lived to tell the tale.

GEOGRAPHY
The Places in
the Princess’ Life

Tamlaght Largest country on the island of Guesclin. Originally
part of Londeac, it became an independent nation in 437 RMC.
Capital: Blavek. Principal exports: rhubarb, schist, bottled sulfur
water, manufactured goods.
Crotoy Smallest of the three nations that occupy Guesclin.
Engaged in perpetual border dispute with Tamlaght. Capital: Flekke.
Principal exports: clay, dried terntaffa (“squirming plant”) and string.
Fezzara Northernmost nation of Guesclin, separated from the
main island by the Strait of Fezzara. Capital: Fezzoo. Principal
exports: ice, timber and self-important opinions.
Londeac The most culturally advanced of the continental nations,
a leader in scientific and technological developments. Capital: Toth.
Principal exports: technology, tools, refined metals, agricultural
products.
Duchy of Lesser Piotr A semi-autonomous state of Londeac.
Capital: Diamandis. Principal export: Wine and pine cones.
Ibraila An arid, impoverished nation principally occupied by tribes
of desert nomads. Most of the wealth is held by the ruling family.
Capital: Spondula. Principal exports: sand, lizard cheese, mineral
oil.
Mostaza Arctic nation consisting primarily of empty tundra. The
small population of fisherfolk cling to the coastline. Capital:
Puzmudma .Principal exports: Mica, fish and fish by-products.
Flamatla Northernmost country on the continent. The nomadic
population only occupies the nation seven weeks out of the year.
Capital: varies by season. Principal exports: none discernible.
Peigambar Empire Vast, sprawling nation with unsettled,
contentious borders, occupying the central plains of Soccotara. It
is occupied by numerous peoples of greatly varying cultures. Capital:
Peigamspool. Principal exports: minerals, agricultural products,
timber and oil.
Spombarro A populous agricultural country occupying the whole
of the Spombarran Peninsula. A largely peaceful, cultured people,
Spombarro is justly famed for its art. Capital: Elsass-Lothringren.
Principal exports: furniture, postage stamps, worked metal,
precious stones.
Rabutin An agricultural nation occupying the largest part of the
island of Rabutin. Justly famed for its rugged scenery. Capital:
Eneld. Principal exports: ores and minerals, wines and textiles.

TAMLAGHT
Scenes of Tamlaght. Below, clockwise from upper left: The
thermal springs of southeast Tamlaght, discovered by Princess
Bronwyn and Professor Wittenoom, will soon be exploited as a
tourist attraction as soon as it can be determined that tourists
are in fact inclined to visit Tamlaght. The Cascades in the TothMolnar Mountains. The Great Temple of Musrum in Blavek. Its
architecture is considered to be of an unusually uninteresting
character. The grand peaks of the Toth-Molnar Mountains.

Above left: Kaposvar Prison on the brink of the cliff
overlooking the Moltus River Chasm. It was considered escapeproof until Princess Bronwyn engineered the daring escape of
Baron Milnikov. Above right: The Straits of Guesclin at full
flood (the tents and campfires of a Londeacan Royal Geological
Survey expedition can be seen at the lower left). Above: Typical
peasants. They often line the roads in this way, calling out “Fish!
Fish!” to passing carriages, for no discernable reason.

BLAVEK
Left: Flag of
Tamlaght, featuring
the national arms,
which consists of
the double-headed
eagle (saying “Aye”
from one beak and
“Nay” from the
other) of the
Tedeschiiy family
and the golden lion
of the Pordkas.

Above: Blavek seen from the Moltus River. (Courtesy
the Blavek Intelligencer.)

The capitol of Tamlaght and Princess Bronwyn’s home for the
first 18 years of her life. An ancient city whose name derives
from the words “blavis”, “root”, and “vekken”, “soul” (though
some scholars argue for the derivation “blavvo”, “happy” and
“vekt”, “suet pudding”, or even “bla”, “capitol” and “vek”,
“city”). The city is a bastion of religion-inspired intellectual and
sexual repression.

Right: The Old Quarter

Below: The view of the Slideen River
from the ramparts of the Royal Palace,
Princess Bronwyn’s favorite view as a
child. (All courtesy Royal Blavek
Historical Society.)

Above: The Transmoltus,
the industrial quarter of
Blavek and the home of
Thud Mollockle.

Below: Mechanical chessplayer by which Janos Magyar enabled
Princess Bronwyn to escape from Blavek.

Left: The barge on which
Princess Bronwyn joined the
gypsies on their exodus from
Blavek.

Left: The happy, carefree gypsy
life that Princess Bronwyn
enjoyed for such an all-toobrief interlude. Notice the
seated figure playing the 2½stringed spokno, a traditional
instrument.

LONDEAC

Scenes of Londeac. Top: A view of Toth, the capital city.
Below: Peasants playing their traditional instruments during the
St. Wladimir’s Day holiday. The man on the left is playing an
ookpik, a kind of music box containing live cats, the instrument
in the center is a 37-string blumbadin, which tradition says can
only be played by the hopelessly mad. The peasant seated on the
right is holding a poofling, a variety of flute made from a dried
weasel intestine.

Top: A typical rural scene. Above: The faerie-haunted Dark
Forest, in which Princess Bronwyn, after surviving the wreck of
her balloon, nearly loses more than just her life to the strange
creatures that lurk there.

TOTH

Above: Toth, the cultural and scientific center of the Continent.
The beautiful Solsonna River flows through the midst of the city

Toth became Princess Bronwyn’s second home after she fled
Tamlaght, taking refuge in the court of her mother’s brother,
King Felix. Entranced by the resulting unprecedented exposure
to art, science and culture, Bronwyn took an active interest in
modernizing not only her education (she enrolled in numerous
courses at the Academy of Sciences) but her very outlook on
life, not an easy task given her strict, puritanical, antiintellectual upbringing. Easiest to deal with was her education,
since the Academicians (with but one exception), led by
Professor Wimner Wittenoom, were more than happy to allow
her free access to their laboratories. Much more difficult for her
to handle, however, were the cosmopolitan mores of the capital.
Fortunately, the princess was a prude only by training, not by
inclination, and soon took to the daring continental fashions
with enthusiasm and flair.

Left: Princess Bronwyn a
few months after her arrival
in Toth. She records the
sense of intellectual and
personal freedom she felt in
the liberal atmosphere of the
cosmopolitan capital.
(Courtesy Royal Londeacan
Press Agency)

Above: The Academy of Science at Toth, later renamed the
Princess Bronwyn Tedeschiiy Academy of Sciences.

LESSER PIOTR

Top: The seaport of Diamandis Antica, capital of Lesser Piotr.
Above left: Diamandis, overlooked by Castle Strelsau (home of
Duke Mathias) sitting atop Strelsau Hill. Right: Typical street
scene in Diamandis. It was from Lesser Piotr that Princess
Bronwyn, with the aid of the duke, launched her attack on
Blavek.

Diamandis was where Princess Bronwyn experienced what she
thought was her first True Love. Top: the Princess and the young
Duke taking a picnic by the Wonthaggi River. Above left and right:
Two fine portraits of the princess painted while she was in the
duchy. (Courtesy Duke Mathias Strelsau)

VARIOUS TOWNS AND LOCATIONS
VISITED BY THE PRINCESS

Above: The Upsy Daisy.

Above: Glibner, where
Princess Bronwyn found
the boat Upsy Daisy.
Above: Cosmopolitan City
Left: Whuttley. The
building in the front is
the inn where Princess
Bronwyn stayed while
on her march to
Blavek. A plaque now
commemorates the
event.

Top: The Moltus River as it passes through Biela-Slatina, in the
upper valley of the Zileheroum. Above: The great cliffs that surround
Sommer Bay on the southwest coast of Guesclin. It was near here
that Rykkla found an entrance to the Kobold world

Left: Slintner-upthe-Orn (the Orn
River, of which
Slintner is up, is in
the foreground).

Right, above:
Squool-amBatwoo
(photograph
taken several
years before the
meteor impact
that destroyed it).
Below: Hut in
which the
charcoal maker,
Burgos Frobble,
and his wife
Melfi, cared for
Princess Bronwyn
after her nearfatal attack by a
bear. That is
Burgos on the
right. Or it may
be Melfi.

Above: Hartal-around-the-Bend, where Princess Bronwyn,
Professor Wittenoom and Captain Basseliniden landed after their
perilous passage through the Straits of Guesclin.

Above: The Abby of St. Woncible, where Princess Bronwyn was
offered succor by the good Father Flatnoy, who, unfortunately, did
not live to receive her thanks.

Two views of
Spondula, where
Rykkla Woxen was
held captive in the
harem of the Baudad
Alcatode, below left.
Below right,
Gravalinge and
Thursby, two harem
inmates who helped
Rykkla escape. They
later became pirates.

Top and right: The keep at Strabane,
where Princess Bronwyn had her final
confrontation with Payne Roelt. The
area once occupied by the keep and
its environs is now the National
Volcanic Park (above, where X marks
the original location of Strabane
Keep).

THE SEA ODYSSEY OF
PRINCESS BRONWYN

Previous page top left and this
page left: Princess Bronwyn
aboard Captain Basseliniden’s illfated corvette Julieanne (previous
page top right),which was part of
the fleet intended for the invasion
of Tamlaght. Unfortunately, the
ship was lost in a hurricane,
leaving Basseliniden and the
princess castaways on a makeshift
raft with the fate of the rest of
the fleet—and the princess’
invasion—unknown. Previous
page bottom: The course taken
during the Princess’s perilous
passage through the deadly Straits
of Guesclin.
Below: The Limnoria, Count
Bugarach’s yacht.

HISTORY,
RELIGION
& CULTURE

THE HISTORY OF TAMLAGHT
Reproduced in part from Tamlaght: Its Romance & History with
permission of the publisher, the Royal Commission for Tourism, Topiary
and Tung Oil Control, and its authors, Johann Luigi Mogliarski,
Minister of Schist, Janos Bujold-Bujold, Subsecretary for Gnomon
Control and R. Ampersand Molnar, Curator of the Blavek Museum of
Linoleum Arts.
CHRONOLOGY OF MAJOR EVENTS
15,207 BPE (Before Present Epoch)—At 2:15 in the afternoon
on the 123rd day of this year the last Great Ice Age ends.
3211 BPE—First human presence on the island of Guesclin.
3210 BPE—First humans leave Guesclin.
1517 NSC (New Standard Calendar)—Shahalzin Pordka invades
Guesclin.
1518 NSC—Shalhalzin Pordka declares himself Shahalzin I.
1832 NSC—Burtlo Tedeschiiy of Londeac invades Guesclin,
defeating Shahalzin VII (Shahalzin the Unready) at the battle of
Wokking Stump.
1873 NSC—Burtlo II declares the Church of Musrum the state
religion of Guesclin.
112 RMC (Revised Musrumic Calendar)—Civil war erupts over
the cost of postage stamps with the result that Guesclin is
divided into three independent nations: Tamlaght, Crotoy and
Fezzara.
323 RMC—The Purple Death ravages Tamlaght. It is attributed
to itinerant pine cone salesmen who are cruelly snubbed.
324 RMC—Collapse of the pine cone industry throws Tamlaght
into an economic depression.
437 RMC—Tamlaght becomes an independent nation.
416 RMC—Yasaloff Parazoo is boiled in oil, with just a touch
of basil, as a heretic.
1332 NMC (New Musrum Calendar)—Accession of Rudnek
the Obese and the onset of the Great Famine of 1332 (NMC).

1480 NMC—Maria Theresa the Albino takes the throne.
1654 NRMC (New Revised Musrumic Calendar)—Arrival of
first tourist in Tamlaght. Although he thought he was in Fezzara,
a commemorative monument now stands in Blavek’s Shahalzin
Pordka Park.
1712 NRMC—National Morality and Antiprurience Code
established by the Church and ratified by Wittner III (Wittner
the Acquiescent). A National Dress Standard dictates a
minimum of 14 yards of opaque fabric (12 gage on the Fludny
Opacity Scale) be used in all women’s costumes.
1716 NRMC—Second tourist arrives in Tamlaght.
1911 NRMC—Minor insurrection against the Tedeschiiy
government by the League of the Blue Earlobe. Civil war is only
narrowly averted when the League discovers that it thought it
was in Fezzara.
1000 SC (St. Slikknarian Calendar)—The Great Storm
devastates the northern coasts of Guesclin and Soccotara.
1010 SC—Major schist deposits discovered in the Toth-Molnar
Mts.
1015 SC—Budras II ascends the throne.
1016 SC—Budras II marries Princess Ophinia of Londeac.
ca.1021 SC—Thud Mollockle exchanged for the human baby
later named Gyven.
1032 SC—Payne Roelt born.
1033 SC—Prince Ferenc Tedeschiiy born.
ca. 1035 SC—Rykkla Woxen born.
1035 SC—Princess Bronwyn Tedeschiiy born. Queen Ophinia
dies in a kiln explosion.
1055 SC—Siege of Blavek. Princess Bronwyn abdicates the
throne.
1057 SC—Princess Bronwyn travels to the Small Moon with
Professor Wimner Wittenoom.
877 AC (Academy Calender)—Judikah J. Judikah born, Rykkla
Woxen’s only living descendant.
897 AC—Captain Judikah takes up space piracy.

THE CHURCH OF MUSRUM
Tamlaght is the last bastion of Musrumism, which it assiduously
maintains in its most fundamental form. The theology is not
particularly complex, being devoted primarily to the absolute
proscription of sex, copulation, fornication, sexuality, sensuality,
eroticism, allurement, laciviousness, pornography, craving,
desire, pleasure, intellectualism, creativity, imagination,
carnality, lust, free will, free thought, free love, love,
lovemaking, flirting, sexiness, libido, voluptuousness, fleshliness,
animal magnetism, perversions, biological urges, pruriency,
concupiscence, aphrodisia, libidiousness, lustfulness, desires of
the flesh, indecency, erotomania, eromania, satyrism, satyriasis,
gynecomania, polymorphous perversity, coitus, intercourse,
cohabitation, lechery, nudity, carnal knowledge, orgasms, sexual
climaxes, adultery, coitus interruptus, onanism, autoeroticism,
self-abuse, oral-genital stimulation, fellatio, cunnilingus,
irrumation, sodomy, bestiality, pederasty, heterosexuality,
homosexuality, bisexuality, amphieroticism, lesbianism,
sapphism, tribadism, whistling, singing, paraphilia, zoophilia,
zooerastia, algolagny, sadomasochism, fetishism, narcissism,
exhibitionism, necrophilia, coprophilia, scotophilia, voyeurism,
transvestism, incest, taking baths without blindfolds, androgyny,
hermaphroditism, gynandry, transexuality,
pseudohermaphroditism, homophilia, any exposure of the legs
above the ankles, genitalia, pudenda, reproductive organs, privy
parts, gonads, testicles, cullions, spermary, scrotums, vulvae,
clitora, labias (majora or minora), buttocks, belly buttons,
nymphae, pubic hair, breasts, nipples or aureolae. All to say
nothing of fun, amusement, diversions, recreation, play, sports,
games, fiction, popular magazines, festivities, jollity,
conviviality, mafficking, revelry, larking about, galas, high jinks,
carnivals, fairs, frolicking, celebrating, frisking, romping,
gamboling, binging, drinking of alcoholic or stimulating
beverages, debauching, leering, orgying, carousing, making goo
goo eyes, gymnastics, acrobatics, agonistics, games, dancing,

cabarets, nightclubs, roadhouses, taverns, bars, dance halls,
casinos, amusement parks, resorts, parks, merry-go-rounds,
carousels, teeter-totters, smiling, laughing, jokes, puns, tall tales,
fairy tales, toys, baubles, gewgaws, knickknacks, gimcracks,
whim-whams, trinkets, the colors red, yellow, blue, green, orange
and violet, heavy breathing, card-playing, athleticism,
amusements, entertainments, delight, good humor, making
merry, titillation, tickling, touching another person anywhere
below their chin, gaeity, rompishness, capering, humor,
funniness, drollness, comicality, hilarity, absurdness, wit, farce,
pleasantry, spicy stories, parody, lampoon, slapstick, cleverness,
waggishness, sportiveness, prankishness, saltiness, practical
jokes, trickery, roguishness, whimsicality, clowning, clowns,
circusses, tomfoolery, horseplay, jests, gags, double entendres,
blue stories, belly laughs, giggles, quips, aphorisms, smart
repartee, slang, paronomasia, palindromes, spoonerisms, antics,
risibility, spicy foods, comedians, satirists, irony, burlesque,
mocking, scoffing, jocularity, cheefulness, blithsomeness,
bouyancy, hope, jauntiness, vivacity, chirpiness, geniality,
brightness, radiance, gladness, animal spirits, friskiness,
merriment, brilliance, intelligence, education, intellectuality,
doubt, skepticism, scholarship, pedantism, creativity, art,
polymathy, science, technology, electricity, mathematics, poetry,
etching, architecture, photography, mezzotints, serigraphs, gum
chewing, philosophy, contemplation, meditation and speaking ill
of the clergy.

ART & CULTURE
The state of the creative arts in Londeac and Tamlaght, the two
nations that most concern the history of Princess Bronwyn’s
first two decades, could scarcely be more different. In Londeac,
and especially in its capital, Toth, is the full flowering of an
intellectual and artistic renaissance. Art, science, philosophy and
literature are not only making seven-league strides, but have the
full backing and encouragement of the state. In Tamlaght, on
the other hand, art scarcely exists. This is due in large part to the
influence of the Church of Musrum and in only slightly lesser
part to an inbred xenophobia that is assiduous in shunning any
ideas that are not indigenous—and Tamlaght is strikingly
impoverished in that regard. Painting and other graphic arts are
practiced and tolerated only so far as they support the Church—
indeed, would probably not be tolerated at all if it were not for
the general illiteracy of the people, leaving the illustrative
qualities of art the only media the Church has for its
propaganda. Philosophy exists only as it relates to theology,
sculpture is limited to depictions of saints and national heroes,
painting to icons and church decorations, poetry and music to
hymns and glorification of Musrum. In fairness, it must not be
thought that art is entirely dead in Tamlaght. Even centuries of
the Church’s effort to control every intellectual pursuit has not
been entirely sufficient to stifle all creativity. Still, isolated as its
writers and artists are from the rest of the world, Tamlaghtan
arts in both technique and content fall far behind those of
Londeac. The fine arts tend toward landscapes, still lifes,
religious and historic subjects and maudlin genre paintings while
literature is for the most part represented solely by lurid “tenpfennig pulps”, children’s fantasies, romantic novels, picture
magazines and comic books. The nude in galleries and in print is
virtually unknown, though a few artists have been able to depict
the undraped figure under the context of myth or religion.

Left: No better example of the
state of Tamlaghtan art can be
found than this recent winner
of the Grand Prize at the
annual Academy exhibition in
Blavek: Tan Oo Tee Me, Mama?
by Aufly Weerdly.

Londeac, on the other hand, encourages and supports all of the
arts without discrimination or restriction. Its cafes are crowded
and noisy with debating philosophers, poets and essayists, its
theaters and music halls bright, its galleries filled with paintings
and sculpture imaginative, controversial and ofttimes shocking,
and its bookstores packed with lurid novels fraught with great
significance and wicked ideas. Moreover, Londeac actively
supports the sciences, its great Academy of Sciences being
responsible for many of the theoretical and practical advances—
from the electric light to the telephonophotoscope—that made
life in Londeac so pleasant and were enjoyed in every nation on
the planet, with the exception of Tamlaght, of course. This
liberal, cosmopolitan atmosphere has extended naturally to
every aspect of Londeacan culture, from popular music to
theater to fashions in clothing.
It hardly need be said that Londeac, and Toth in
particular, was a revelation to Princess Bronwyn, who only knew
of its wonders by reputation. After the initial jolt to her puritan
upbringing—which was not insignificant—she took to the new
freedom in much the same way someone lost for weeks in the
desert takes to a gin and tonic.

TRADITIONAL STORIES

The Goddess of the Six Primary Colors.
Every day Shumilla the Maiden waited by the waterfall in the
deep woods for her lover to come. And every day she waited in
vain. Could it be because she had no lover? It is possible. Poor
Shumilla! One day, the dwarve brothers, Lumpy, Crusty, Oozy
and Carl, were passing by the waterfall and heard poor
Shumilla’s piteous tears. They could think of nothing else to do
but kill her and bury her in a shallow grave. Such bad dwarves!

How the Whale Got Its Stomach.
The Little Faeries of the Dewy Dells were sick and tired of
painting acorns every day, so they went off to seek advice from
the Magic Zither. The Magic Zither, however, was feeling pretty
punk that day, and told the Little Faeries to get lost. So angry
were the Little Faeries that they put a curse on the Magic Zither
and to this day no one can listen to a zither without wondering
if they turned the water off before leaving the house.

The Story of the Iron Duck and the Big Bad Stormcloud. Once upon a
time there was a golden goblet that made whomever drank from
it unable to speak so anyone could understand them. This did
not particularly bother the bold highwayman known as the Black
Woodpecker as no one could understand him anyway.

OMAR THE WONDER FISH
It was on the occasion of the princess’ sixth birthday that she was given
her first copy of Omar the Wonder Fish, the classic childrens’tale by
Heinrich H. Hinkle. It quickly became her favorite story, a status it
maintained all her life. The princess no doubt found that the story
appealed to her own innate sense of wunderlust and dissatisfaction, which
the story may have gone a long way toward inspiring. The first of Omar’s
adventures is reprinted here with the kind permission of Mr. Hinkle.

Omar had been adopted by a kindly old miller and his wife.
They raised him as their own son, which made Grizzle, their real
son, insanely jealous. But on Omar’s tenth birthday the old
miller and his wife celebrated with a little too much rhubarb
wine, fell into the gristmill and—before anyone could say
“plynthllddawwyth”—they were ground into flour, baked into
loaves, sold all over town and—according to all the neighbors—
made superb toast at next morning’s breakfast. “Who would
have thought!” they all said, agreeing that it was the best bread
the old miller and his wife had ever made. It had body.
Grizzle immediately kicked poor Omar out into the cold,
cruel, pitiless world.

All alone in the world, poor little Omar went to see the King
because he’d heard all his life that the great kind-hearted King
always helped any of his subjects who might be in trouble.
Omar had brought his pet rabbit, Carl, to show the King but had
underestimated how long a rabbit could survive in a canvas bag.
“I’m sorry about your bunny,” said the King.
“So am I,” said Omar.
“How may I help you?” asked the King. “Other than
taking Carl off your hands, of course.”
Omar told him how his Momma and Poppa had died and
how his step-brother, Grizzle, had thrown him out of his
(Omar’s) home.
“I would be very grateful if you would boil Grizzle in
oil,” Omar said, very respectfully, “or have him drawn and
quartered, if you please.
“I’m afraid that I can’t do that,” replied the King,
“though I’m sure he (Grizzle) deserves it.”
“Then a job would be nice,” said Omar. “I’m very good
at painting acorns.”

Omar wandered the land, roaming from town to town, hoping
someone would have some acorns to paint. And wherever he
went, Omar showed poor Carl to the birds he (Omar) met,
hoping that they might have some idea how he (Carl) might be
revived. The birds said that they were sorry but they hadn’t the
slightest clue. One wise little woodcock suggested that, given
the number of weeks that had gone by and the fact that it was
mid-summer, it might be worth considering taking Carl
somewhere nice and burying him.

While looking for a place to bury Carl, Omar happened to pass
through a beautiful field of wheat. The ripening grain reminded
him of his dear Momma and Poppa and he began to weep, which
is a terrible thing to see a fish do.
The farmer who owned the field saw Omar crying and
thought that he (Omar) was crying over the piteous state of the
working classes. He showed Omar the symbol of the proletariat
he (the farmer) was carrying. “The hammer and sickle represent
the strength of the oppressed working class in their struggle
against the bloated capitalist parasites. I’m sorry I don’t have the
hammer—I left it at home.”
“But, sir,” replied Omar politely, “I cannot in all honesty
cleave to your political philosophy, however much I may
sympathize with your situation. For my part, I hope to become
rich, famous and master of all.”
The farmer, disgusted at this, chased Omar from his
field, thinking that it had been months since he (the farmer) had
enjoyed a good fish stew. Fortunately, a great Lord, who was just
then passing in his coach, saw Omar’s plight and invited him
(Omar) to come to his (the Lord’s) mansion with him (the Lord).

The Lord told Omar that his (the Lord’s) mansion was infested
by flesh-eating mice. “They are very clever and quick,” he told
Omar. “Even when I try to brain them with my magic bludgeon,
they escape unscathed.”
“Please, my Lord,” begged Omar, “give me a chance to
rid your mansion of this pestilence!”
“You couldn’t do worse than my cat, Rollo, I suppose,”
the Lord replied. “If you succeed, I will grant you anything you
desire.”
This sounded like a good deal to Omar.

The Lord’s housecat, Rollo, didn’t take well to Omar’s presence,
realizing that if Omar succeeded in ridding the mansion of the
flesh-eating mice he (Rollo) would be out a very cushy job.
“Here,” he said to Omar, “let me show you the proper
technique for braining mice. I’ll be you and you be a mouse.
Close your eyes and say ‘squeak’.”
Omar saw immediately that Rollo was an impediment to
his (Omar’s) ambitions.

A broken light bulb stirred into Rollo’s catfood took care of that
problem very neatly, leaving the field entirely open for Omar to
rid the mansion of the flesh-eating mice.
It turned out that there was only one mouse, Edgar, who
was not interested in eating flesh at all, being a dedicated
vegetarian due to his chronic gastroenteritis.
“It wasn’t me,” Edgar told Omar, “it was Rollo. He
would sneak around at night and take bites out of the family. A
toe here, a finger there and an occasional nose and there you go:
everyone blamed the mice.”
“Then you can surely appreciate the position in which I
now find myself,” said Omar, just before pouncing on the mouse
and eating him (the mouse).

With Rollo coughing up blood in the veterinary hospital and the
mansion rid of the only mouse it had ever had, even if it had
not been flesh-eating, Omar was ready to receive his promised
reward. He asked that his brother, Grizzle, be invited to the
mansion and given the hand of the Lord’s daughter, Twittina, in
marriage. Grizzle was astonished, not believing that Omar
would have ever forgiven him (Grizzle) for what he had done to
him (Omar). He was right, since he did not know Twittina as
Omar did. Two weeks later, Grizzle strangled Twittina in her
sleep, absconded with the family jewels, was hunted down by
the Lord’s dogs and torn to pieces after which the Lord
committed suicide in dispair and remorse. Fortunately, Omar
had taken the precaution of having the Lord rewrite his (the
Lord’s) will entirely in his (Omar’s) favor, so that Omar came
into possession of all the Lord’s great estate and riches. He had
the farmer driven off and a commercial acorn-painting factory
built on the land.
Omar eventually married a beautiful young carp from the
River Slideen and lived happily ever after.

SCIENCE
& TECHNOLOGY

THE WONDERS
OF LONDEAC

Left: St. Wladimir
Station in Toth.
Princess Bronwyn’s
first direct contact
with Londeacan
technology was her
train ride from
Spolkeen-on-theSea to Toth. It was
the first time she
had ever seen a
steam engine.

Princess Bronwyn, once beyond the anti-intellectual influence
of her homeland, became fascinated by the technological and
scientific advances being made in Londeac—specifically, those
created by the brilliant scientists at the Academy of Sciences at
Toth. On this page is a small selection of the inventions and
developments that most captivated her interest and enthusiasm.
Other scientific devices can be found on the pages devoted to
the Academy and the Siege of Blavek.

Right: Princess Bronwyn
depicted listening to a concert
via electrotele-theatrophone.
Opposite bottom: theatrophone
exchange. Opposite top: By
means of the photophone, two
people can communicate over
distances of several hundred
feet as clearly as though they
were shouting.

Left: A device for
extracting edible
proteins from nasal
mucous.

Left:
Electroplating the
dead. By this
means, Academy
scientists hoped
to not only
alleviate the waste
of land in
cemeteries but
create a new
decorative
artform for the
home.

Left: One of the
inventions produced
by the Academy
that particularly
fascinated Princess
Bronwyn was the
Type Writer, with
which she
eventually became
not very proficient.

Left: The
princess was
astonished by
her first sight of
the wires
carrying
electrical power
and telephonic
communications
throughout the
city of Toth.

Right: The
Electrical
Tachyscope, a
popular novelty.

Above, left and right: Advances in public transportation mark
Londeac as one of the most progressive nations on earth. Below,
left: Steam generated by the sun powers the press that issues the
prestigious Journal of the National Academy of Sciences (published
monthly weather permitting). Below, right: Scientists at the
Academy have lately been making terrific strides in the field of
human nutrition. The work of Dr. Portelious Zorn, for instance,
suggests that food may someday be introduced directly into the
system, bypassing the digestive process entirely.

Above: Power generating plant. Right:
Experimental hearing aid being developed
by the Academy promises relief for the hard
of hearing. Below left: Prof. Dilmer Floon
plans to cross the Mostaza Sea in this
remarkable device of his own invention.
Below right: Electrically-powered public
transportation system currently being
installed on the streets of Toth.

THE PRINCESS
BRONWYN TEDESCHIIY
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
Right: The rockets
that were used so
successfully in the
siege of Blavek. The
main innovation was
in the elimination of
the guiding stick,
which was replaced by
offset jets.

Above: One of the many special projects of the Academy was
the submarine boat Torpedo. The boat was later stolen by the
pirate, Basseliniden, who eventually used it to rescue Princess
Bronwyn from Count Bugarach’s yacht, the Limnoria.

THE SIEGE OF BLAVEK
Above, the rocket attack on the
city. Right: original launching
system; right, below: improved
system developed shortly
afterward.

Above: Princess
Bronwyn wrestles
with a particularly
sticky strategic
decision just before
beginning the siege.
(Photos courtesy
the Blavek
Intelligencer)

Above: 50-caliber Minch-Moappa semirecoilless revolver, Mark VII, Princess
Bronwyn’s firearm of choice (though, if
the truth be known, the only one with
which she had any experience).

Above: Another project in which the princess had a special
interest was the aeronef Albatross, which pursued her when she
and her companions escaped from Toth by balloon.

DR. ARKADY TUDELA’S
ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT

Above: Dr. Tudela performing a demonstration similar to the
one that so impressed, and frightened, Princess Bronwyn. Below
left: Dr. Tudela in his Electrocerebellotron, which device he
claimed boosted his intelligence 12%. Below right: The most
recent photograph of Dr. Tudela, taken just before his
mysterious disappearance (which later proved to be connected
with his plans to drop the Smaller Moon into the Great Sea,
thereby creating a new continent to be called Tudeland).

Above: Skupshtina
Island, the base of
operations for
Doctor Tudela’s
continent-creating
experiment. His
giant electrical
machine was located
at the laboratory in
the caldera.

Below: An early version of the
multiple-balloon-supported platform by
which Tudela and his colleagues hoped
to preserve their lives during the
collision of the Small Moon with the
earth.

THE GREAT
MOON PROJECT
After the downfall of her enemies, her abdication of the throne
of Tamlaght and her move to permanent residency is Londeac,
Princess Bronwyn became an active and enthusiastic supporter
of many of the Science Academy’s projects. One which
especially fascinated her was the development of the Moon
Rocket, by means of which she, Professor Wittenoom and one
other scientist eventually made the hazardous journey into
space—from which only two were fated to return.

Above left: An artist’s impression of what the first moon landing
was expected to look like. The actual landing and subsequent
events turned out to be much different. Above right and below:
Artist’s impressions of Princess Bronwyn and Professor
Wittenoom exploring the surface of the Smaller Moon.
(Courtesy BTAS)

The spaceship developed by the Academy was a seven-stage
vehicle composed of many hundreds of individual solid-fuel
rockets, not dissimilar to those which Professor Wittenoom used
to breach the Palace defenses in the siege of Blavek. The final
stage, the Lander, consists of a Life Compartment and the
rockets necessary for its departure from the moon and return to
earth (see next page).

Above: The Life
Compartment. Visible is the
coelostat (top), the
circumferential walkway (for
use when the vehicle is
rotating), two of the three
acceleration couches and the
lower storage compartments.
(All courtesy BTAS)

Above: Princess Bronwyn
participating in a test of her
spacesuit shortly before
takeoff.

Above left: Large Moon; above right, Small Moon, which was
doomed by Doctor Tudela’s scheme to create his own continent,
Tudeland. It was destroyed shortly after Princess Bronwyn’s
landing on it. Below: As the smaller moon began to disintegrate,
it created spectacular meteor showers on earth, such as this
tremendous bolide that passed over Eastern Guesclin. It is
speculated that this may be the same meteor that destroyed the
Woxen-Mollockle Circus.

NATURAL
HISTORY

FLORA & fAUNA

Saliva
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Dreeder’s
Bun Flower

Petronel

Terntaffa
(Squirming Plant

Doublegaited
Wertroot

Lavender
Slap-Up

Knee-action
Violet

Winkle
Peter-in-Bed

Nun-in-a- Bucket
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Fish-Eye

Blooming
Oafoon
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Cow-lick

Rubato

Blacksmith’s
Mouth

Crazy Kitty

Right- and Lefthanded Eastern
Whistling Plant

Momraths
Great Spotted Cheese Ferret
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Southsouthwestern
Bog Deer

Large Bear

Bug
Toves (slithy)

Yellow-throated
Duodenum

Tufted Snark

Fish

Lesser Weasel-Nipper

Eel-eating Owl

Smilby’s Sponge-Bird

Parts of the Bird
A. Valve Rod Guide
B. Elbow
C. Piston
D. Crosshead

Compiled by Prof. Wimner Wittenoon

E. Gland
F. Crank Web
G. Condenser
H. Fly Wheel
P. Eccentric

MERMAID ANATOMY

In order to rescue the princess from drowning after the crashlanding that followed her rocket trip to the Small Moon, a kindly
Triton turned her into a mermaid. Above are the only two extant
photographs of Princess Bronwyn in this form. After the initial
novelty of the experience, the princess did not care much for it,
finding that conversation among fish lacked the intellectual
stimulus to which she had become accustomed. Her friends,
however, who were also metamorphosed, enjoyed the
experience. (photos courtesy Professor Wittenoom). Top: The
only known photograph of Rykkla Woxen as a mermaid.
(Courtesy the Illustrated Londeacan News)

To date there have been no
authenticated photographs of
faeries, though Professor
Spotnoi J.L. Krun has high
hopes of rectifying this
situation with the aid of his
newly-invented
bimicrofaerioscope (left).
Above, an artist’s impression of
Princess Bronwyn’s encounter
with Seremonth, one of the five
wives of Spikenard, the Faerie
King of Londeac (courtesy of
the artist, B.L. Spokny).
Below right: No one has ever
succeeded in photographing a
Kobold in its native habit, but
here is a view of one of the
many caverns that lead to the
underground Kobold world.
(Courtesy Ruhkferr’s Guide to
the Unnatural History of
Guesclin)
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